FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ScImage and Philips Team Up to Provide Coordinated,
Efficient ECG Workflow
Integration between Philips Healthcare’s PageWriter TC cardiographs and ScImage’s
PicomEnterprise PACS simplifies workflow and broadens lineup of worklist enabled
cardiographs.
Los Altos, CA – October 20, 2011 - As a result of the long standing relationship between Philips
Healthcare and ScImage, Inc., the two companies are pleased to announce a newly developed
integration option between ScImage’s PicomEnterprise PACS and the Philips PageWriter TC series
cardiographs. As a team, the two companies believe this interface will greatly simplify clinical ECG
workflow and reduce the complexity normally associated with custom integration.
This new bi-directional interface enhances productivity and reduces transcription errors during the
ECG acquisition process by transmitting modality worklist from ScImage PACS directly to PageWriter
TC cardiographs. Additionally, this collaborative interface makes the resulting ECGs available
throughout the enterprise by direct uploading of ECGs from Philips PageWriter TC cardiographs into
the ScImage PACS.
The companies broadened their working relationship that originally saw the integration of Philips’
QLab ultrasound software integrated within the ScImage PACS.
About ScImage
Founded in 1993, ScImage, Inc. is a privately held company, headquartered in Los Altos, California.
ScImage is a global leader in the development of advanced medical imaging and workflow solutions
for radiology, cardiology, orthopedics, obstetrics and electronic medical record content management.
As a true enterprise PACS company, ScImage's mission is to provide a shared infrastructure solution
for all imaging intensive departments throughout the healthcare enterprise. At the center of
ScImage's technology is PICOM, a web service technology that works independent of data types,
modalities and departments to seamlessly deliver multi-modality image and information
management, multi-PACS archiving, Cloud PACS services, offsite disaster recovery and telemedicine
functionality. For more information about ScImage and the PICOM family of products, visit their
website at www.scimage.com or call 1-866-SCIMAGE.
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